Mustang 2002 convertible

Despite a performance disadvantage, Ford's Mustang will outlive the Chevy Camaro and
Pontiac Firebird, which are being euthanized at the end of the year. Even though it's not perfect,
the Ford Mustang embodies raw American style and power, is fun to drive and easily tossed
about, and doesn't break the bank in terms of cost of ownership. Rapidly approaching the big ,
Ford's perennially popular Mustang is advancing upon middle age. But if it's going through a
mid-life crisis, nobody is noticing. The Mustang is as hot as ever. This is in spite of the fact that
the Mustang has suffered a performance disadvantage since its redesign. All models can be
ordered in either Deluxe or Premium trim. There is also a standard trim available on V6 coupes
only. Acceleration is acceptable, especially with the standard five-speed manual transmission,
though V6 Coupes definitely have a rental-car stigma attached to them. The GT Coupe and
Convertible are more in tune with what pony cars should be. Equipped with a 4. That's good for
a 0-to blast of less than 6 seconds, and plenty of twist for tail-out slides around nearly any
corner. Standard V6 coupes include features like air conditioning, a dual-media stereo with
cassette and CD players, alloy wheels, power windows and door locks, rear defroster and an
anti-theft system. Add Deluxe trim, and you get a rear spoiler, floor mats, power driver seat and
cruise control Deluxe convertibles also come with an automatic transmission. Options on
Deluxe models include a Mach sound system, ABS with traction control when the automatic
transmission is selected and a special Sport Appearance Group. Premium models include those
items and buy access to the Mach audio system and leather upholstery. Deluxe GT adds the V8
engine, a traction-lock rear axle, dual exhaust, upgraded suspension, inch wheels shod with
performance tires, foglights and cloth sport bucket seats. Leather and a Mach audio system are
optional. Step up to a Premium GT, and you'll enjoy those two options as standard, plus a
unique set of rims. You'll also be able to select the Mach audio package. Simple enough, eh?
Mustangs offer drivers and passengers comfortable front chairs that lack any semblance of side
bolstering, well-placed controls with the exception of teensy stereo buttons, clear views out the
front and side windows and acceptable interior materials presented in a retro dual-cowl design
cabin. Though technically a four-seater, Mustang's rear seat passengers, especially those riding
in the convertible, had better be short. One reason the Mustang has enjoyed continued success
is its relaxed, easy-going and tossable nature on the road. Predictable during hard cornering,
and exhibiting progressive side-to-side weight transfers, Mustang exhibits commendable
stability during high-speed driving. The braking and steering have also impressed us during
test drives. Rough pavement can make the ride uncomfortable, however, as the rear suspension
still uses a solid rear axle. And watch out for lumpy road surfaces in turns, because the
Mustang will easily side-step if the live rear axle gets jostled about. Another Mustang advantage
is safety. It offers drivers and front-seat passengers a high level of crash protection as rated by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. All-speed traction control and antilock
brakes are also standard on most trim levels. Ford thoughtfully provides a traction-control
defeat switch for those people who like roasting the rear tires on a regular basis. Mustang is
one of the most recognizable nameplates on the road. In fact, the term "pony car" was coined
because of this sporty Ford's name. And since the Chevrolet Camaro and Pontiac Firebird are
scheduled for termination later this year, the Mustang will once again become the only
traditional rear-drive pony car on the market. That seems fitting. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford
Mustang Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Ford lease specials Check out Ford Mustang lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Solid rear axle,
excessive gingerbread detailing on GT, poor stereo ergonomics, flaccid seats. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Mustang for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Lower-line V6 models get standard inch alloy wheels and a
new hood while losing the fake side scoops. Premium models can be equipped with a Mach
audio system. Both this system and the Mach get speed-sensitive volume. Later this year, an
MP3 player will be available. Performance Red paint is replaced with Torch Red. Read more.

Write a review See all reviews. Beastly, Rock Solid, and Efficient. I've had experience driving all
sorts of vehicles, and I can say without a doubt that my Ford Mustang GT is among the best of
the best in almost all categories. For starters, it's a Mustang, an American icon. Now take that
image, add stock horsepower and you've got a beast of a car. Not only is it powerful, it gets
surprisingly great mileage; mine is getting roughly 26 mpg highway. The thing is also built like a
tank; I haven't had any mechanical issues other than routine maintenance. The only issues are
low seating capacity and cargo room, but hey, you don't get a Mustang in place of an SUV, do
you? Read less. Love my convertible. Fun to drive and enjoy the power. If you have more than
one child, makes for a challenge if they want to take friends somewhere. Not much trunk space.
Looks good and sounds even better. Didn't buy the car for fuel efficiency, so gas mileage is not
an issue for me. Multiple CD changer and sound system add to it's appeal. Convertible top easy
to operate. I trust over any new car. I had a new car and had so many problems. Hard to work
and picture it being a throw away car like some. I decided to go backwards to a V6 that reminds
me more of the days a person could work on a car.. When you buy something at this age
remember it may need a couple things. Don't gripe about it. Do your homework. Some people
beat the Hell out of them. I happen to get mine from an older man in his 60's who took care of it.
Old guy with used Mustang. I just bought my self a midlife crisis treat, a Mustang GT convertible
with a five speed manual tranny and all the bells and whistles available in I was sitting in the
Corvette I was going to buy when it caught my eye. There isn't a mark on it inside or out and is,
if I may use the term a freakin' rocket. The sound system is incredible! Yes, old guys still rock
See all reviews of the Used Ford Mustang Convertible. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores.
Sponsored cars related to the Mustang. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Style Select Style 2dr Coupe 3. Exceptional mechanical,
exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear
and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning.
Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any
flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard?
Are there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any
interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4.
How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there
any other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get
an instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no
annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select
State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Ford Mustang. Deluxe 2dr
Convertible 3. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley
Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value.
You can find the market value of your Ford Mustang on Edmunds. You'll need to know some
basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If
the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the
lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors will affect how much a Ford
Mustang is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the year, mileage, condition
level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your
vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Ford Mustang, or any
vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head to
Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value
along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so
it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Ford Mustang. We recommend you read
Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Ford Mustang and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal
here. To understand if the Ford Mustang is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert
and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal
calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Mustang. Sign Up. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Reproduction of
the original screws designed to attach the weatherstrip channels for Camaro and Firebird coupe
or convertible models. These screws feature the correct style large head that is required for
mounting View Product Details. Product 80L This quality replacement convertible top offers
superior fit and durability for the best possible value. Our top features "Sailcloth" single texture
vinyl fabric. All tops come with a manufacturer? Product 88L The Mustang convertible has been
a very popular vehicle for many decades. In most cases, however, the front of the Mustang
tends to make more of an impression than the side profile because a convertible lacks definition
when New top pads are highly recommended for achieving correct fit and smooth operation of

your convertible top. Pads for both side rails and rear quarter areas are included. Product FM
Our top features "Superior Pinpoint Grain" single texture vinyl fabric, which has the correct
appearance and texture for Product 94L Our top features Stayfast canvas fabric. Each top is
sold without rear window which is sold separately. Made in USA Reproduction glass rear
window without zipper for Mustang convertible with defrost, features high grade materials and
construction throughout including trim in our Stayfast Canvas material to match our convertible
top This economy replacement one-piece convertible top offers a superb fit and durability for
the best possible value. Our top features Sailcloth vinyl material, and a heavy duty plastic
window heat-sealed in place. All seams are Our top features "Sailcloth Grain" single texture
vinyl fabric, which has the correct appearance and texture for Reproduction of the original
convertible top switch designed for use on Mustang models. Manufactured to original factory
specifications, each switch will replace the original non-working original and restore the Close
Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models.
View As: Grid Detail. Convertible Light Bar, Mustangs, Black. Convertible Light Bar, Mustangs,
Parchment. Convertible Light Bar, Mustangs, White. General Information. If you continue to
have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Please expect
shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support.
Product K The beautiful thing about P99 HD: It leaves no film. After cleaning fabric, carpet, floor
mats, convertible tops, vinyl tops, seat upholstery, door panels, vinyl, plastic, aluminum, you
will have a clean surface free of any View Product Details. Product OER reproduction retaining
pin used by GM for various applications. Manufactured from injection molded plastic as
original, this retaining pin measures M4. Sold individually. Use as You can blot away any greasy
or watery spills with an absorbent cloth or tissue. This unique formula quickly penetrates
rubber trim and tires to hydrate and provide lasting protection. Simply wipe on using a pad and
TNT gel restores the look of faded tires, trim, bumpers, seals and weatherstrip. Reproduction
convertible top boot snap and screw set for Camaro and Firebird models and any other vehicle
that requires a screw-on style snap. These snaps are used to secure the convertible top to the
inner rear Reproduction of the original screws designed to attach the weatherstrip channels for
Camaro and Firebird coupe or convertible models. These screws feature the correct style large
head that is required for mounting Product 80L This quality replacement convertible top offers
superior fit and durability for the best possible value. Our top features "Sailcloth" single texture
vinyl fabric. All tops come with a manufacturer? Replaces leaking or worn out hydraulic lift
cylinder. Top quality construction. Product 88L The Mustang convertible has been a very
popular vehicle for many decades. In most cases, however, the front of the Mustang tends to
make more of an impression than the side profile because a convertible lacks definition when
New top pads are highly recommended for achieving correct fit and smooth operation of your
convertible top. Pads for both side rails and rear quarter areas are included. Reproduction
convertible top side cables for Mustang models equipped with a convertible top. The best time
to replace these tension cables is when getting a new top put on your Mustang. These cables
are designed to Glass rear windows greatly enhance rear visibility. They are not prone to
scratching, cracking or yellowing due to exposure to the sun. Product FM Reproduction glass
rear window without zipper for Mustang convertible without defrost, features high grade
materials and construction throughout including trim in our Sailcloth Vinyl grain material to
match our convertible Our top features "Superior Pinpoint Grain" single texture vinyl fabric,
which has the correct appearance and texture for Product CTP1. Alignment pin for your
Mustang? This dowel pin helps locate the top to the windshield. Applications Ford Mustang.
Product 82L Interior Covers provide easy-to-use protection for convertibles when the top is
down. They also help protect the windshield and interior from damaging UV rays, airborne
pollutants and droppings from trees and birds. Product C. A new reproduction top motor made
to provide consistent hydraulic pressure and dependability. Raise and lower the power top with
ease with psi. The motor comes complete with rubber mounts. Please note that the Product 94L
Reproduction of the original convertible top latch designed for use on Mustangs. This Mustang
convertible top latch assembly comes complete with the "J" hook and lock nut. Manufactured to
exact specifications, each Reproduction plastic rear window for Mustang convertible, features
heavy duty 40 gauge clear plastic trimmed with premium 38 ounce material and a heavy duty
zipper assembly. The trim is produced in the same vinyl as our Our top features Stayfast canvas
fabric. Each top is sold without rear window which is sold separately. Made in USA
Reproduction plastic rear window for Mustang convertible, features heavy duty 40 gauge clear
plastic trimmed with premium Stayfast canvas material and a heavy duty zipper assembly. The
trim is produced in the same vinyl as Reproduction glass rear window without zipper for
Mustang convertible without defrost, features high grade materials and construction throughout
including trim in our Superior Pinpoint Vinyl grain material to match our Reproduction glass

rear window without zipper for Mustang convertible without Defrost, features high grade
materials and construction throughout including trim in our Sailcloth Vinyl grain material to
match our convertible Reproduction glass rear window without zipper for Mustang convertible,
features high grade materials and construction throughout including trim in our Stayfast
Canvas material to match our convertible top FM , sold Reproduction glass rear window without
zipper for Mustang convertible with defrost, features high grade materials and construction
throughout including trim in our Superior Pinpoint Vinyl grain material to match our
Reproduction glass rear window without zipper for Mustang convertible with defrost, features
high grade materials and construction throughout including trim in our Stayfast Canvas
material to match our con
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vertible top Reproduction glass rear window without zipper for Mustang convertible with
defrost, features high grade materials and construction throughout including trim in our
Sailcloth Vinyl grain material to match our convertible top This economy replacement one-piece
convertible top offers a superb fit and durability for the best possible value. Our top features
Sailcloth vinyl material, and a heavy duty plastic window heat-sealed in place. All seams are Our
top features "Sailcloth Grain" single texture vinyl fabric, which has the correct appearance and
texture for Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Spray Bottle. Convertible Light Bar, Mustangs, Black.
Convertible Light Bar, Mustangs, Parchment. Convertible Light Bar, Mustangs, White. All
Categories Body Components Convertible. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

